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Cobblestone Reversible Earrings
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Weaving magic one bead at a time
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Cobblestone Earrings are fun, dangle earrings beaded with wheel beads. They are reversible too! Make several
pairs because one will never be enough. Your friends, daughters, nieces would love to wear these all the time!
These earrings will pair nicely with most casual outfits and they are very easy to make!
Techniques: Ladder and fringe stitches mostly. Length: 2” long approximately.
Level: Easy

www.etsy.com/nchantme
Contact: jay@nchantme.com

Designed by Jayashree Paramesh © 2016. All rights reserved. For distribution and teaching by customers of the
Beadsmith
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Cobblestone Reversible Earrings
By

Jayashree Paramesh
Materials
1g size 15 seed bead A
10 size 11 seed bead B
6 size 11 seed bead C
16 Czech O beads
30 Wheel 6mm Czech beads W
2 8mm rounds
2 Earwires
Tools:
Size 12 beading needles
Fireline 4 lb wt in matching color
Scissors
Thread Burner
Pliers for attaching earwires
Method
1. On 3ft length of thread, string 2W. Go around and exit through
both the beads. Arrange the beads so that they are lying flat
side-by-side. In other words, ladder stitch two W beads.
2. Add another W and ladder stitch. Continue to stitch till there are a total of 6W.
3. Ladder stitch the last W to the 1st W. Arrange the beads so that there are 2
rows of 3Ws in each row. Reinforce all thread path once and exit as shown.
4. Add 1W,1O,1B, go back through O,W and go through the W that is across on the
base row. Snuggle the beads so that they sit firmly in the middle and on top of 2Ws in
the base row.
5. Add 1W,1O,1C, on the bottom. Go through O,W and come up through the W at
the start. Now, there are identical stacks on top and bottom but one with B and the
other with C at the tips.
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6. Continue to add more stacks on top and
bottom simultaneously following the
illustrations.

7. Add 5A and exit downward from the
adjacent W. Add 5A to the bottom side
and come up from the last W.

8. Make a U turn, go through 5A added in the beginning of previous step and
go downward through next W. Add 5A again and exit upward.

9. Add 5A at the top. Now, there are 4 5A segments on one
side. Exit on the other column to add 5As.

10. After adding 5As to this side to match, exit from the last W. Add 5A,1W,5A and
go through the corresponding W on the adjacent side. The W added will be in
position like the wheel of the wheelbarrow.
11. Add 5A again to the reverse side, go through W added just now, add 5A and finish
the stitch by going through the W on the base row from the opposite direction like a
square stitch and pull snug. Retrace thread path to exit from W added in this step.

12. Add 4A,1B,1O,8mm,1W,1O,1B. Go back through O, and all the beads and
exit from B added first. Add 4A and go through W from the other side and pull
snug. Retrace thread path for a nice looking dangle. Exit from the set of 5A
added in Step 10.
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13. Add 1A and go through the next set of 5A. Add 1A again. Go through
the last set of 5A. Exit through the W.
14. Repeat as explained in Step 10 to
add another W. Exit from W on the
base row as shown.

15. Add 9A and go around the W to make a loop and exit from the 5th
A.
16. Add 5A and make a small loop by going through the A at the start.
Reinforce thread path a couple of times. Exit from the 5As on the top
side.
17. Add 1A, go through the next 5As, add another A and repeat one
more time. Make sure both sides have 1A added between 5A segments.
Weave through the beads, making half-hitch knots along the way. Trim
all excess threads.
18. Attach earwires to the loop at the top.

Congratulations!
Cobblestone Earrings are ready!
Cobblestone Slate color

Cobblestone Lilac color

size 15 seed bead gold
size 11 seed bead brown
size 11 seed bead black
O bead matte gold
Wheel beads chalk blue glaze
8mm Czech melon rust luster

size 15 seed bead gold
size 11 seed bead apple green
size 11 seed bead turquoise
O bead matte gold
Wheel beads chalk purple vega
8mm rounds apple green

Original Design by Jayashree Paramesh
For kits and patterns: https://www.etsy.com/shop/Nchantme
Visit blog http://blog.nchantme.com/ for more photos and designs.
Contact: Jay@nchantme.com
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